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Ready, Set, Go, Ready Ready?
Since last week’s newsletter there are some changes to the arrangements for the return to school for next term.
All students will continue with remote learning on Monday the 5th and Tuesday the 6th of October. On-site supervision will be
available on those 2 days for eligible students.
Wednesday the 7th of October will be a Pupil Free Day for all students so no on-site supervision will be available. Students
participating in the GAT will sit that assessment off site.
On Thursday the 8th of October ALL Prep to Year 6 students will return to on-site classes for Thursday and Friday.
On Monday the 12th of October all remaining year levels, years 7 to 12 will recommence on -site learning, all going well.
We certainly look forward to seeing our students back next term, whenever that is.
If these arrangements change again you will be informed via SMS, Skoolbag and Facebook.
Fingers crossed!

Emerging Leaders
This week Mr. Robinson and I were extremely fortunate to see and hear the CLP (Community Learning Project) ideas from the
year 9 students who attended the School for Student Leadership at Gnurad earlier this term.
Although the students returned from the campus after 2 weeks only, due to COVID 19 restrictions, the SSL offered an
alternative on-line program.
Two of our students, Tessa Leach and Shanae Bastin chose to continue with the program on-line, while managing to continue
with our remote learning program too.
It was inspiring to experience the enthusiasm and creativity of all of the students presenting their CLP ideas and especially
rewarding to see Shanae and Tessa’s ideas and planning for their CLP.
Well done ladies and you will certainly have our support to organise your worthy wellbeing event later this year.

Student Survey Results
Almost 90% of our participating, year 4 to year 12 students have completed the Attitudes to School Survey.
There are 2 year 4’s, 1 year 6, 2 year 8’s, 2 years 9’s, 1 year 10 and 1 year 12 who are yet to complete the survey. As the survey
is confidential, we don’t know who you are to remind you and if you have misplaced your log in details, please contact your
classroom/ home group teacher so you can be included.
The link for all students to access the survey is https://research.orima.com.au/vic/schoolsurvey .

On-Site Learning
If you wish to access the on-site learning program please read the information on the school’s Facebook page and the Skoolbag
app to check for eligibility and how to apply for places. Applications for the week 1 term 4 must be sent to my email
Alan.Coffey@education.vic.gov.au by 3:00pm Thursday the 1st of October, so I can arrange the required level of supervision.

Stay Informed
I encourage all parents and students to continue to access the Department of Health and Human Services website
for the latest public health information.
https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/coronavirus

More Information
More information about schools and coronavirus (COVID-19) can be found on the Department’s website, which will continue
to be updated: https://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/department/Pages/coronavirus.aspx

School Council and Parents and Friends
The next School Council meeting will be held on Monday the 12th of October at 7:30 pm, probably via Webex.
The Parents and Friends Association next scheduled meeting will be advised in coming newsletters.

5/6 DigiTech Design Process
During remote learning the 5/6 Digitech class were given the challenge to construct a device that would transport
the junior school packs from the verandah to the cars in the driveway and the homework completed back to the
verandah.
A number of the students really took up the challenge (and recruited excellent support crews) to use every step of
the design process to create some brilliant designs.

Below we have a number of pictures of Wilbur’s device….

Here are some of the excellent brainstorming and plans…

Lenny's excellent
efforts

Parker's mind at
work
Caleb's great plan

Ryder's top class idea

LIBRARY CHAT – from Miss Wizz
“Reading is to the mind what exercise is to the body.” —Richard Steele
Sorry I didn’t do an update last week – the days got away from me. But, we have had a new Scholastic order arrive
with 9 new books to read, so an exciting edition this week.
Obviously by the time you read this the term will be over, but here is a selection of what is waiting for you when we
get back to school in October.

“A story about the things we do to try and escape grief and the stories we tell in order to
protect those we love”
Two girls, shattered by the death of their parents, move to their grandmother’s house. Here
they find a book full of magical stories hidden beneath the floorboards. It is these stories that
inspire the youngest of the two sisters to commit acts of mischief.
“Not my usual type of book [but] what an amazing story. Such an enjoyable but tearful read.”
(Recommended for mid to upper secondary)

Luka Kane has been inside hi-tech prison the Loop for over two years. A death sentence is
hanging over his head, but his day-to-day routine is mind-numbingly repetitive, broken only by
the books brought to him by the sympathetic warden, Wren. Then everything changes. Soon,
Luka has to face a new reality: breaking out of the Loop might be his only chance to save
himself and the world...
“This book is wild! Part futuristic fight-the-system/zombie(-esque) apocalypse/sci-fi thriller, and
a bunch of other things that somehow all seamlessly work together.”
(Recommended for mid – upper secondary)

When Henni's stubborn old neighbour Willa insists on returning to her childhood home in
the Netherlands for a wedding, Henni leaps at the chance to be her travelling companion.
But during the long flight to Amsterdam, Willa reveals to Henni the real reason for her
journey: a terrible family secret stretching back to the Second World War. As Henni makes
friends with more and more of Willa's relatives, she must decide if they should know the
truth. And is that the only mystery?
“This extraordinary story is not only a fun read, but also deeply moving; right through to the
satisfyingly hopeful resolution”
(Recommended for lower secondary)

Sometime in the future, after Earth has been destroyed by climate change, humans inhabit
the icy planet of Galbraith. Galbraith is run along the lines of a corporation where the gap
between the haves and have-nots is enormous. Every aspect of life on Galbraith is tightly
controlled, particularly fertility. Enter Scarlet Bergen, daughter of scientists Troy and the
brilliant Vivien (incidentally, Vivien is a missing person). When Scarlet is sent to the Arcadia
Institute to be trained for her future work placement, she vows to find the truth of what
happened to her mother.
“I absolutely adored this fast paced, futuristic dystopian gem. I was intrigued by the concept
from the get go and the mysteries surrounding this story were beyond juicy!”
(recommended for lower to mid secondary)

Ruby Tuesday explores the difficulties of being a girl growing up in today’s world, and
how strength and healing can be found in the wildest of places – a celebration of the joy
to be found in music and creativity, and of strong, equal friendships and relationships.
Ruby was named after a song about freedom but she’s far from free. She’s trapped by
her mum’s past – both of them invisible and voiceless in a dusty small town. And Ruby
wants to be heard. But that was before Joey Milano. Before that awful party.
“Ruby Tuesday is such a beautifully written book that pushes the boundaries in the best
way.”
(Recommended for upper secondary – mature themes)

Borrowing
When we return from holidays, I hope you all enjoy coming into the library to check out all the new books.
There will be new posters directing you to books you may enjoy, as well as recommendations from fellow
students and staff.

Remote Learning Fun at Home
Here are some of Miss Downing’s Year 2/3 class enjoying some fun
outdoor and indoor activities in Literacy this week. Pippa wrote her
spelling words in chalk, Adalyn (and Hayden) made spelling words out
of lots of little sticks, and Ruby used Scrabble pieces. Ruby also made a
fox trap as a response task to Clarrie’s Pig Day Out
and videoed it in action. Nice work!

Adalyn's stick spelling

Pippa’s chalk spelling

Ruby’s fox trap and
scrabble spelling

Crazy Hair Day Year 4 from
Miss Newton
Year 4 had a crazy hair day last Friday,
Caleb and Tate really made the effort
with their crazy hair!
It’s great to see them having fun and
getting involved.

Forky presents the

Wellbeing Info. section….
Pos. Ed. revisited
PEEC stands for Positive Education Enhanced Curriculum. At Rainbow P-12 College we use this program
for Personal Learning.
Here is this week’s focus…

Self-Control
This week’s PEEC topic is ‘Self-Control’, which sits under the Positive Emotions
domain. Self-control is about being in control of your emotions and carrying out
your goals. Those high in self-control tend to avoid ‘overdoing’ things, such as
eating too much or losing their temper.
Self-control involves aligning your thoughts and actions with your long-term goals
or core values, rather than your short-term needs or desires. That is, with the
things that are important reflections of who you are, who you want to be, and
what you want to achieve. Self-control helps us navigate conflict between our goals (like being healthy) and the many
tempting things we come across every day (like chocolate!)
Research has found that people who are high in self-control tend to make the most of learning opportunities, achieve
higher academic success and experience greater satisfaction with life.
One of the main issues with self-control is it’s a skill that can become worn out. It is
a lot like a muscle. As we exercise the ‘muscle’ of self-control throughout the day
making tough decisions, keeping our emotions in check, avoiding temptations it
gets tired and harder to use during the day. As they say, never go grocery shopping
after a big day at work – your trolley will ‘mysteriously’ be filled with lollies and
chips! Since self-control is like a muscle, one way to increase it is to avoid what is
called ‘decision fatigue’. That is, find a way to make fewer decisions by forming
some positive habits so that you’re automatically making good, healthy choices throughout the entire day. Just like
most of us brush our teeth right before we hop into bed at night, identifying a common ritual in our day and linking a
new desired action to it can help us form a habit.
Try this at home: With your children, identify an area in your lives that could benefit from self-control (e.g. using
technology, eating or exercising). List what each of you currently do, what you will now do differently and one
existing daily ritual you could link this new desired action to. Maybe you and your children want to go for a walk
everyday –consider putting your runners by the front door so they’re the first thing you see when you walk through
the door at the end of each day.

